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In this paper, we study a class of piecewise rotations on the square. While few theoretical results are
known about them, we numerically compute box-counting dimensions, correlation dimensions and
complexity of the symbolic language produced by the system. Our results seem to confirm a
conjecture that the fractal dimension of the exceptional set is two, as well as indicate that the
dynamics on it is not ergodic. We also explore a relationship between the piecewise rotations and
discretized rotations on lattices Z2n. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1572411#It is well known that simply defined dynamical systems
can exhibit very complex behavior. In this paper we will
consider a family of piecewise isometries, namely of dis-
continuous rotations on the two-torus. These systems are
not ergodic; their various invariant sets display a rich
and complicated geometry and support dynamics with
nontrivial statistical properties. Most of the characteris-
tics of these systems are not completely understood. Basic
questions such as the distribution of periodic points and
the coding of the trajectories on the closure of the discon-
tinuity lines, are still open. We will present a careful nu-
merical investigation of three features of these maps.
First, we compute the fractal dimension of the excep-
tional set i.e., the complement of the collection of ‘‘peri-
odic islands’’. There is evidence that this exceptional set
may have a positive Lebesgue measure. Second, we inves-
tigate the complexity of the orbits on the exceptional set;
we found several piecewise polynomial behaviors of the
complexity function, some referring to a substitution sys-
tem. Third, we show a correspondence between discon-
tinuous rotations of the torus and discretized rotations on
a lattice. This correspondence may help in explaining the
differences in the growth of the complexity function.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we present numerical studies on a class of
piecewise isometries on a two-dimensional compact mani-
fold ~the square or the two-torus!. These maps arise from
different situations.
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wnloaded 02 Aug 2007 to 131.227.178.135. Redistribution subject to A~a! They emerge in the study of overflow behavior for a
class of digital filters. Historically, this was the first
situation where they were introduced and numerically
studied.1
~b! They are realizations of discontinuous automorphisms
of the torus which preserve the Lebesgue measure; in
particular they are the piecewise linear versions of the
well-known standard map.
~c! They are closely related to systems representing round-
off schemes emerging from the numerical simulation of
dynamical systems, e.g., Refs. 2 and 3.
~d! They serve as a conjugate model for the first return
maps of certain dual billiard systems.4
These maps give rise to a complicated interplay between
regular ~periodic or quasi-periodic! motion and abundant er-
ratic regions whose ergodic and statistical descriptions are
far from being understood. Roughly speaking the torus splits
into three invariant sets: the discontinuity line and its for-
ward and backward images, the set of periodic points sur-
rounded by ~quasi-!periodic circles and the complement D8
of these two sets. Despite the simple form of the isometries,
the existence and the nature of these three sets raise several
questions. For example, are there periodic orbits of arbi-
trarily large period? What is the topological and geometric
structure of D8? Does D8 admit dense orbits? Apart from a
few cases quoted below, these questions are completely
open.
We briefly discuss the main rigorous contributions to
this field. Goetz in Refs. 5–7, gave some general results on
the coding and the geometry of the periodic cells. An ex-
haustive study of three examples can be found in Refs. 8 and
9 by using intricate renormalization techniques, the authors
were able to characterize the set of periodic points and the© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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Dodynamics on D8. A generalization of their techniques to
other cases seems to be very hard. A related, more arithmetic
analysis of the periodic sets can be found in Refs. 2 and 3.
The topological entropy of piecewise isometries was shown
to be zero in dimension 2 in Ref. 10 and in arbitrary dimen-
sion in Ref. 11. Parallel to these analytic works, there have
been several numerical investigations; they usually con-
firmed, in a large variety of situations, the rich behavior
quoted above, but also revealed new features like the pres-
ence of invariant curves in D8, which suggests that the dy-
namics is not transitive on the exceptional set12 and the un-
boundedness of return times to some subsets of the space. In
this paper we focus on the example studied in Ref. 8. This
system, as we will see in the next section, is a piecewise
rotation depending on one parameter, the angle u . Depend-
ing on whether u/p is rational or not, the dynamics is dif-
ferent. The set D8 usually displays a ‘‘fractal’’ structure,
consisting of complicated patterns, repeated at different
scales. In order to better understand this structure, we studied
the box-counting and the correlation dimension of the set D8
for u/p irrational and the complexity of the language for
some rational and irrational u/p . The former case was done
in the attempt to check Ashwin’s conjecture that the set D8
has positive Lebesgue measure; we give strong numerical
evidence that the box-counting dimension is 2. Since piece-
wise isometries have zero topological entropy, the complex-
ity function is a useful tool to illustrate the combinatorial and
arithmetic properties of the dynamics. For our map we find a
low-order polynomial complexity; in some cases even
~piecewise! linear complexity. In the last section we will
develop a general scheme, first introduced in Refs. 2 and 3,
to conjugate piecewise isometries on a torus with discretized
rotations on a multidimensional lattice. The algebraic degree
of the rotation angle is related to the dimension n of
the torus: angles of higher algebraic degree tend to produce
more complicated systems, and this could explain the differ-
ent behavior encountered in the growth of the complexity
function.
II. NOTATION
A. Preliminaries
We will follow the notation of Ref. 8. Consider the two-
dimensional torus V5(R/Z)2, where Z is the Z2 lattice cen-
tered at the origin: Z5Z22( 12, 12). We will study the map
induced by the matrix
T~x !5M tx mod Z for M t5S 0 121 t D .
The eigenvalues of M t are l1,25(t6At224)/2. If utu<2,
the eigenvalues are on the unit circle and the matrix is ellip-
tic. Moreover, if t„Z, then M t does not preserve the lattice,
and iterates of T(x) are not given by the power of M t . The
transformation T is discontinuous on the circle @21/2,1/2#
3$1/2%. Indeed,
lim
y→1/2
T~x ,y !5S 12 , t2 2x DÞS2 12 ,2 t2 2xD5 limy→21/2T~x ,y !.
wnloaded 02 Aug 2007 to 131.227.178.135. Redistribution subject to AThe determinant of M t is 1 and T is a one-to-one transfor-
mation, so the Lebesgue measure is preserved. One can eas-
ily check that M t is conjugate to a rotation by a linear
change of coordinates x°Cx , for the following matrix:
C5S 1 2t/20 A12t2/4D .
Letting cos u5t/2, we get
CM t5R2uC ,
where Ru is the rotation matrix u . In the new coordinates,
the transformation becomes
Fu~x !5R2ux mod Lu
on the lattice Lu5C(Z). We can identify the transformation
Fu with a piecewise rotation on a rhombus Vu ~cf. Ref. 8!,
whose vertices have coordinates
a5~~211cos u!/2,2~sin u!/2!,
a85~~11cos u!/2,2~sin u!/2!,
a95~~211cos u!/2,~sin u!/2!,
a-5~~12cos u!/2,~sin u!/2!.
The discontinuity circle becomes the segment ^aa8&. We are
interested in the iterations of this set. Let
Du5 ł
n52‘
‘
Fu
n^aa8&.
In general, this set is very complicated and displays a fractal
structure. Figure 1 shows an angle irrational A2p/4. This
example will be further investigated; it also serves as a test
case for our numerical algorithms.
B. Partition and coding
The set Vu has a natural partition into three atoms: P0 ,
the set of points which remain in the rhombus under the
rotation and P21 and P1 , the sets of points mapped outside
of the rhombus at the lower side and the upper side, respec-
tively ~see Fig. 2!.
P05$xPVuuR2uxPVu%,
P215$xPVuu~R2ux !2.~sin u!/2%,
P15$xPVuu~R2ux !2,~2sin u!/2%,
where (x)2 denotes the second component of the vector x.
Now the transformation becomes a piecewise isometry,
Fu5H f 215R2ux2v if xPP21 ,f 05R2ux if xPP0 ,
f 15R2ux1v if xPP1 ,
where v5(2cos u, sin u); in Fig. 2 we can see that v
5a9aW . We will encode orbits using the map:
a~x !5H 21 if xPP21 ;0 if PP0 ;
1 if xPP1 .
Hence we will define the forward itinerary:IP license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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DoFIG. 1. The images of the discontinuity line Du for u5A2p/4.i:Vu°WF“i~Vu!,i~x !5~a~x !,a~Fu~x !!, . . . !.
Note that the map i is not injective; several points can follow
the same itinerary, for example the points in the neighbor-
hood of 0 are merely rotated by the angle u , so their code is
(00000 . . . ). We call a cell the set of all the points which
follow the same itinerary. The set of cells is therefore the
quotient of Vu by the equivalence relation ‘‘having the same
code:’’
x;y,i~x !5i~y !.
Another way of saying this is that the set of the cells S
5Vu /; is the collection of the connected components of
the dynamical refinement S5~ i50
‘ Fu
2iP . Indeed,
APS, A5Pa1øT21Pa2ø{{{
, ;xPA ,xPPa1øT21Pa2ø{{{
, ;xPA ,i~x !5~a1 ,a2 , . . . !.
All points in A are equivalent, so APVu /; . On the set S ,
the map i conjugates the map Fu to a subshift of
$21,0,1%N.
Similarly, one can define the cells of order m: Sm
5~ i50
m Fu
2iP which is the quotient by the equivalence rela-
tion:
x;my,~i~x !! i5~i~y !! i , ;i<m .
Note that since the partition atoms are convex, the sets Sm
are convex for all m as well. The topological entropy can be
defined as the exponential growth rate of the number of ele-wnloaded 02 Aug 2007 to 131.227.178.135. Redistribution subject to Aments of Sn ; this is exactly the exponential growth rate of
the number of n words. We can now split the torus into three
main invariant sets:
~i! O is the union of the maximal open neighborhoods
~called periodic islands! surrounding the periodic
points. This is an open set, and hence of positive Le-
besgue measure. Each point in O is periodic or qua-
siperiodic, with a periodic itinerary.
~ii! Du consists of the discontinuity line and its forward
and backward images. As a countable collection of
segments, its Lebesgue measure is zero.
~iii! Du85D¯ u2Du , called the exceptional set. This set con-
tains no periodic orbits. Its Lebesgue measure and
fractal dimension are unknown, except for the ex-
amples discussed in Ref. 8.
III. DIMENSION ESTIMATES
For most angles u , the set Du8 appears to be fractal in the
sense that it displays a complicated geometric structure at
every scale. Only for the example u5p/4, the Hausdorff
dimension is known exactly, and it coincides with the box-
counting dimension. For other rational angles ~i.e., u
5p/q), the structure becomes more complicated as the de-
nominator q increases, but the dimension seems to remain
strictly less than 2. The irrational case displays an even more
complicated structure. Calculations made in Ref. 13 seem to
indicate that the dimension is 2. One of our aims is to con-
firm this conjecture by different methods. Namely, we carryIP license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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DoFIG. 2. The partition $P0 ,P1 ,P21%.out a box-counting algorithm and we compute the correlation
dimension of order 2 on an approximation of Du by a set of
up to 512 million points.
Let us recall some definitions. For a bounded set L,Rn,
let Ae be a cover of L by sets of diameter e . Let N(e) be the
minimal cardinality of such a cover. If for small e , N(e)
scales as a power law:
N~e!;e2d
then d is defined to be the box-counting dimension of L . To
compute the correlation integral, we consider a large se-
quence $x1 , . . . ,xN% of N points randomly chosen in L . The
correlation integral is defined by
C~e!“ lim
N→‘
1
N2
#$~ i , j ! u uxi2x ju<e%,wnloaded 02 Aug 2007 to 131.227.178.135. Redistribution subject to Aif the limit exists. We refer to Refs. 14 and 15 for a rigorous
justification of this formula for some large class of dynami-
cal systems. For e’0, the correlation integral is expected to
scale as
C~e!;en,
then n is called the correlation dimension or correlation ex-
ponent of L . In general one can prove that n<d . See, for
example, Ref. 16. The method requires a discretization of
Du . We will work with an approximation of Du obtained by
iterating a set of 10 000 uniformly distributed points on the
discontinuity line. Estimates will be made at various scales
and on various parts of this set. Basically one considers a
grid covering the window to be studied. Because of memory
constraints we were unable to consider grids finer than
500035000. In compensation, we can make the window ar-
bitrarily small and, with sufficiently long computation time,
study arbitrarily small scales ~up to machine precision ofIP license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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Docourse but in fact computation time is the practical limita-
tion!. To save memory, the iterations are ‘‘memoryless:’’
each point of the discontinuity line is checked to be in the
window and increments the number of hits in the cell of the
grid in which it falls. In this way, we get a ‘‘density map’’ of
the set. It tells us how many nonempty boxes there are.
Moreover the number of points in each cell gives an estimate
of the number of points separated by a distance smaller than
the diameter of the cell. This gives us a way to estimate the
box-counting dimension ~counting the nonempty boxes! and
the correlation dimension, assuming the points are uniformly
distributed over the cell. This assumption is an oversimplifi-
cation, but it is a necessary approximation since it is impos-
sible to consider every possible pairs ~which could be of
order 1017).
In order to perform concrete computations, we must fix
u . We have chosen u5A2p/4 ~see Fig. 3!. ~Other choices
seem to generate sets Du with similar structure.! The set is
embedded in a unit square ~see Fig. 3!. As we are limited to
a 500035000 grid, computations on the whole set constrains
us to use e>231024. These scales are quickly saturated,
that is to say the values obtained stabilize early. Values of
box-counting dimension for e from 1021 to 1022 stabilize at
1.82, and for e from 231023 to 231024 ~finest grid!, the
value does not exceed 1.89. If we want to go to smaller
scale, we are led to use a window, at the risk of making a bad
choice, where dimensions could be smaller locally. The win-
dow is chosen so that it does not contain too big holes. Its
side length 1021, by which we reach scales down to 1025.
The return times to this window will of course become
longer. Therefore going to even smaller scale, say by a factor
10, to obtain the same number of points ~up to 512 million!
in the window would lead to huge computation time.
In order to check the method’s efficiency, some tests
have been done on the case u5p/4 for which Hausdorff
dimension is theoretically known to be ln(3)/ln(11A2). The
box-counting results are collected in Fig. 4, where each point
is an estimate for a fixed number of points and for a fixed
scale. The circles indicate scales e from 1022 to 1023, and
FIG. 3. The set Du for u5A2p/4, on which we do the dimension estimates.wnloaded 02 Aug 2007 to 131.227.178.135. Redistribution subject to Athe triangles e from 1023 to 1024. The plot shows that we
find the theoretical value with reasonably good accuracy.
The same is done for u5A2p/4 in Fig. 5. Here the conver-
gence is very slow, with scales down to 1025 and the number
of points up to 109 in the window. The box-counting dimen-
sion hardly exceeds 1.95. Results for correlation dimension
are more suggestive, we have a faster value around 1.97, as
shown in Fig. 6. Furthermore, one can ask if the set shows
inhomogeneities in its fine fractal structure. In other words,
does the set display multifractal features? One way to inves-
tigate this aspect is to compute the generalized dimensions
Dq ~see below! and see if we obtain a multifractal spectrum.
The standard way to do this is to choose a sequence of points
on L and compute the q-correlation integral ~see Refs. 16
and 17!, defined as
FIG. 4. Box-counting dimension for u5p/4. The circles, respectively, tri-
angles correspond to scales e51022, respectively, 1023, the horizontal line
corresponds to the theoretical value d5ln(3)/ln(11A2).
FIG. 5. Box-counting dimension approximation based on N points for
A2p/4, here e51022 for circles, 1023 for triangles and 1024 for crosses.IP license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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DoCq~e!5 lim
N→‘
S 1N (i S 1N (j Q~e2uXi2X ju! D
(q21)D 1/~q21 !,
where Q denotes the Heaviside function. If the limit exists,
then the generalized dimensions are defined as
Dq5 lim
e→0
lnCq~e!
ln e .
The Legendre transform of Dq(q21) gives the Hausdorff
dimension of the level sets with a prescribed local scaling of
the natural invariant measure, cf. Ref. 14. We notice that for
q52, the integral C2(e) is just the number of couples of
points separated by a distance less than e , as above.
In order to compute this quantity in general, we will
refine the method described above. Instead of storing only
the number of points in each cell, we will recall the points
themselves but each in their respective cells. In this way, we
obtain a list of points for each cell. To save computation
time, we will restrict the computation of the quantity Q(e
2uXi2X ju) for a given Xi , to the X j in the surrounding cells
only. This method computes exactly the quantities Cq but
needs much more memory than the previous one. As a con-
sequence, we cannot use too many points on the attractor: we
used 5 million points for scales ranging from 1022 to 1023.
Our experiments show that Dq is constant 2 ~within the
ranges of our computation accuracy!, which gives strong nu-
merical evidence that Du8 has a unifractal structure, uniformly
over Du8 and over scales.
IV. COMPLEXITY
Except for the special case studied in Ref. 8, the lan-
guage produced by the dynamical system Fu is not under-
stood. We already know that the entropy is 0 ~cf. Ref. 11!. In
this section, we will investigate the complexity of the lan-
guage numerically. We denote by p(n) the number of sub-
words of length n appearing in the language, which is equal
to the number of cells of order n. The topological entropy of
FIG. 6. Correlation dimension results for u5A2p/4. The scales are e
51022 for circles, 1023 for triangles and 1024 for crosses.wnloaded 02 Aug 2007 to 131.227.178.135. Redistribution subject to Athe shift is the exponential growth rate of p(n); it coincides
with the topological entropy of the system T itself. Hence
p(n) grows subexponentially.
We will study several angles, and we will see that the
complexity varies, depending on the rationality of the angle.
We can compute complexity in two different ways, by count-
ing subwords in the language, and by counting cells. How-
ever, the first method is not very practical. One can only
compute the number of subwords of one ~or finitely many!
very long words, but in general, we cannot be sure that this
word contains all possible subwords of the language. There
is no guarantee that the point whose itinerary is used to count
the subwords visits all possible cells. In general, the dynam-
ics on the exceptional set seems to be nonminimal. Figure 7
shows an example of an infinite but nondense orbit in the
exceptional set.
In order to estimate the complexity of the map in a reli-
able way, we prefer to compute the n cells themselves ex-
FIG. 7. Plot ~a! shows an aperiodic orbit for u5p/12 which is not dense in
the closure of the discontinuity set Du shown on the plot ~b!.IP license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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Doplicitly, and just count them. Computing the n cells involves
computing every intersection in the dynamical refinement,
that is to say, intersections of polygons. We have imple-
mented the code in C, using the library GPC ~for Generic
Polygon Clipping18!, which implements an extension of the
Vatti algorithm ~see Ref. 19!.
Basically, we have considered four types of angles.
~1! Rational angles of the form u5p/q for q54,5, . . . .
~2! Rational angles pp/q , where p/q are convergents ~in the
continued fraction expansion! of two ‘‘very’’ irrational
numbers: the golden mean u5(A521)p/2 and u
5A2p .
~3! Quadratic irrational angles, namely u5(A5
21)p/2,A2p/4,A3p/5.
~4! A cubic irrational angle: u521/3p/4 and some rational
rotation numbers t , namely t51/2 and t51/5.
Several interesting things can be noticed for the first
type. Indeed, as shown in Figure 8, for q54,5,6 the plots of
p(n) versus n consist of broken lines, and the curve of for-
FIG. 8. Plot ~a! shows the complexity function p(n) for u5p/q , q
54,5,6,7 ~bottom to top!. In plot ~b! we have the forward differences
p(n)2p(n21) for the same angles.wnloaded 02 Aug 2007 to 131.227.178.135. Redistribution subject to Award differences p(n)2p(n21) are roughly constant. For
p57 however, where the complexity displays a shape simi-
lar to the previous cases, the plot consists of pieces of curves
rather than pieces of lines. Moreover the forward differences
plot is not monotone ~yet roughly increasing! and very dif-
ferent from the previous cases. For p/8 we did not find the
piecewise linear behavior within the depth of recursion used.
Here one can notice that the real numbers 2 cos(p/q) in the
transformation matrix are always algebraic. For q54,5,6,
they are quadratic, and we see a common piecewise linear
behavior for all of these angles. If n57, then 2 cos(p/q) is a
cubic number, and we find a different, piecewise ‘‘smooth,’’
behavior for this angle. The next case, q58 gives an alge-
braic number of degree 4, and the corresponding plot does
not exhibit any piecewise behavior anymore. This suggests a
relationship between the complexity of the transformation
and the algebraic degree of its parameters. Some support for
this suggestion emerges from the work of Vivaldi et al.,2,3
see Sec. V, where the algebraic degree plays a central role. In
any case, the complexity tends to increase with denominator
q. For q.7, the curves computed seem to be best fit ~in the
sense of least squares! by a power law. Figure 9~a! displays
FIG. 9. Plot ~a! shows the complexity function p(n) for u5p/q . The
curves increase for increasing q. In plot ~b!, the exponent of the correspond-
ing power law versus q, for q54, . . . ,100.IP license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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Doa set of curves for increasing q. We can see that the curves
converge; the limit curve is shown as a dashed line. The
corresponding exponents of these power laws are shown in
Fig. 9~b!: they accumulate at the value ’2.59. ~We used 100
iterates for largest q while up to 400 iterates for the smallest.!
Based on some stability tests, an error of roughly 5% is
expected.
Since the complexity increases with q, and the polygons
approximate the ellipses ~cf. Fig. 3! better as q increases, one
would expect the complexity for irrational angles to be an
upper bound for the complexity of any rational case. An
example quickly shows that this is not the case. Figure 10~a!
shows three irrational cases together with the limit curve
~described above!, corresponding to p/q for large q. For all
the irrational cases we studied @namely u5(A5
21)p/2,A2p/4,A3p/5], the regression exponents are very
close to each other. Moreover, considering irrational angles
FIG. 10. Plot ~a! shows a comparison between the complexity for irrational
angles @solid u5(A521)p/2, dotted u5A2p/4 and dashed curves u
5A3p/5] and rational u5p/50 ~dotted–dashed curve!. Plot ~b! shows nor-
malizations p(n)/ f (n) for irrational cases, u5(A521)p/2,A2p/4,A3p/5
for dotted–dashed, solid and long-dashed curves respectively; from top to
bottom, normalizations are done by f (n)5n2,n2ln(n),n3.wnloaded 02 Aug 2007 to 131.227.178.135. Redistribution subject to Abetter approximated by rationals, like A7 or A11 does not
suggest to us any connection between the complexity and
these arithmetic properties of the parameter.
We compared the complexity of Fu , for irrational angles
u5A2p and u5(A521)p/2, to the complexity of Fu for
approximating rational angles u5ppn /qn , i.e., pn /qn are
the convergents in the continued fraction expansion. The re-
gression exponents turn out to grow with n to a limit; this
limit is very close to the regression exponent of the irrational
angle. For both irrationals, the exponents are almost the
same; the differences cannot be seen in the accuracy of Fig.
11!. We note that the exponents for the convergents of A2
converge approach faster than the ones for the golden mean.
This confirms that A2 is indeed better approximated by ra-
tionals than (A521)/2.
In addition to a power law, we tried different kinds of
normalizations, i.e., instead of plotting p(n) versus n, we
FIG. 11. Plot ~a! illustrates on the growth of the regression exponent ~ver-
tical axis! of the complexity of ppn /qn with respect to n ~horizontal axis!
when pn /qn→(A521)/2. The horizontal solid line shows the exponent for
the ‘‘true’’ irrational angle. Plot ~b! shows the same curve together with the
corresponding approximations for ppn8/qn8→pA2 ~curve with circles!. Both
curves seem to have the same limit.IP license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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Doplot p(n)/ f (n) versus n for several function f (n)Þna to see
if it is more suitable than a power law na. For irrational
angles, f (n)5n2ln(n) seems to be a good candidate, as
shown in Fig. 10~b!. Here the plots of three angles, namely
(A521)p/2, A2p/4 and A3p/5 are shown in solid, dashed,
and long-dashed curves, respectively. From top to bottom,
curves correspond to f (n)5n2, f (n)5n2ln(n) and f (n)
5n3. The top curves are increasing, which means that the
complexity is more than quadratic. The bottom curves go to
zero, which implies it is less than cubic. The middle curves
seem to converge to a nonzero limit, so the complexity is
p(n)5O(n2ln(n)). Figure 12~b! shows the same kind of plot
as Fig. 10, but for angles having different arithmetic proper-
ties. While all the angles in Fig. 10 were quadratic irrationals
~with respect to p), the angles chosen in Fig. 12 are either
cubic (u521/3p/4, long-dashed curve on the plot! or based
FIG. 12. Plot ~a! shows the differences p(n)2p(n21) for the complexity
function of the angles u5p/8 ~solid curve! and u5p/9 ~dashed curve!. Plot
~b! shows the normalized complexity functions of three irrational ~w.r.t. p)
rotations, namely for rotation numbers t51/2 ~long-dashed curve!, t51/5
~solid curve! and for a cubic irrational u521/3p/4 ~dotted curve!, normal-
ized by f (n)5n2 ~top group!, f (n)5n2ln(n) ~middle group! and f (n)5n3
~bottom group!.wnloaded 02 Aug 2007 to 131.227.178.135. Redistribution subject to Aon rational rotation numbers (t51/2,t51/5, solid and
dotted–dashed curve, respectively!; the behaviors are the
same as in the previous plot, indicating that a growth of
O(n2log n) is reasonable, regardless of the fine arithmetic
properties of the parameter. However, this law is not suitable
for rational cases; Fig. 13~a! displays the normalized version
of Fig. 10~a!, whereas Fig. 13~b! displays several rational
angles u5p/q for increasing q, the complexity being nor-
malized by f (n)5n2ln(n). We see some curves increasing,
some other decreasing at different rates.
V. DISCRETIZED ROTATIONS
In this section we will focus on an apparently different
subject which turns out to be related to the preceding discus-
sions. The study of the pathologies induced in dynamical
systems by round-off errors is a fairly recent field of inves-
tigation, attracting an increasing amount of attention ~see, for
example, Refs. 2, 3, 20–26!. Computer simulations almost
always involve round-off errors, which affect the system in
FIG. 13. Plot ~a! is the normalized version of Fig. 10 ~a!. In plot ~b! several
complexity plots for rational ~w.r.t. p) angles of Fig. 9~b!, ranging from p/4
to p/100, are shown. Both plots are normalized by f (n)5n2ln(n).IP license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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Dosometimes unexpected ways. To illustrate this problem, it is
helpful to track the errors precisely in simple systems.
Among these systems, we can consider linear maps dis-
cretized on a uniform ~5 equidistant! lattice ~usually, the
discretization in computer arithmetic is not uniform, leading
to exponential lattice!. Even in this system the effects of
rounding-off are far from negligible. Earlier results have
been obtained by Vivaldi and his co-authors ~Refs. 2, 3, 23!.
In Ref. 2, a special case of discretized linear map has
been studied, namely ~in the notation of Ref. 2!:
F:Z2→Z2, F~x ,y !5~ blx c2y ,x !,
for l52 cos(2p/5)5(12A5)/2. The key argument is that
this system is isomorphic to a piecewise isometry on a dense
subset of the two-torus, very similar to the ones described in
the preceding sections. Moreover, the method used to de-
scribe the toral system, based on a scaling argument, is
roughly the same as in Ref. 8.
Generalizations of this special result are possible for
eight other values of l , in particular l5(11A5)/2 ~corre-
sponding to a rotation by p/5) and l5A2 ~corresponding to
a rotation by p/4). Another accessible case, though compu-
tationally awkward is l5A3, for which the phase portrait
exhibits no clear self-similarity.
In all the mentioned cases, l is a quadratic integer, im-
plying that the dynamics for the so-called ‘‘localized map’’
takes place in a two-dimensional torus. The generalization of
this fact is the aim of Ref. 3, where it is shown that higher
degree algebraic numbers lead to higher dimensional tori.
Our interest rather concerns torus maps, so in the follow-
ing sections, we will start from a torus map and show that an
isomorphism can be found with a discretized map on an
~eventually! multidimensional lattice, mirroring what is done
in Ref. 3 in a more elementary way. This isomorphism en-
ables us to carry properties from one system to the other. For
example, it immediately connects the conjecture of the
denseness of elliptic islands for toral automorphisms to the
conjectured boundedness of orbits for discretized rotations.
Second, as we observed in the preceding section, the com-
plexity of the toral map x°M tx(mod Z)2 seems to depend
on the algebraic degree of t52 cos u, where u is the rotation
angle. The above isomorphisms maps a dense subset E˜ t
3E˜ t of the torus ~see below! to the 2d22-dimensional lat-
tice on which the discretized linear map acts. Although we
do not pretend to have a proof, it can be expected that com-
plexity of discretized linear maps increases with the dimen-
sion of the lattice.
Third, as observed in Refs. 8 and 2, the process of gen-
erating periodic orbits on the torus by a renormalization tech-
nique, can be translated to produce the periodic orbits on the
discretized lattice by a substitution scheme. Moreover, for
several cases, the shapes of the periodic orbits of the dis-
cretized rotation can be recovered by a substitution process
not unlike the Koch snowflake construction. The dimension
of the limit shape turns out to be equal to the dimension of
the exceptional set, see Ref. 2.wnloaded 02 Aug 2007 to 131.227.178.135. Redistribution subject to AA. Quadratic case
For the sake of simplicity we will deal with a map
slightly different from the one described above. Namely, let
T~x !5M tx mod Z2,
where M t is the matrix given in Sec. II:
M t5S 0 121 t D .
This map is conjugate to a rotation from the unit square
@0,1@2 into itself, with the same angle as before. We will
further assume that t is a quadratic integer
t25at1b for a ,bPZ. ~1!
Let us define the set
Et5$Nt mod 1; NPZ%5Z@t#ø@0,1@ ,
where Z@t# is the smallest ring containing Z and t . Unless
tPQ, Et is a dense subset of the unit interval. We will
define the one-to-one map F0
21 :Z→Et by
F0
21 :N°Nt mod 1.
Equipped with the addition modulo 1, Et is a group and F0
is a group isomorphism. Write bx c5max$nPZ:n<x%5x
2(x mod 1) for the floor function. The aim now is to find
the map Ft :Z2→Z2 such that
Ft+F5F+T ,
where F5F03F0 . Take x5Nt2 bNt c and y5Mt
2 bMt c . Then we get
FtS NM D 5Ft+FS xy D 5FS y2x1yt D
5S M
2N1aM2 bMt ct D ,
where in the last equality we used t(Mt2 bMt c)5aMt
2bM2 bMt ct . In the quadratic case, we can simplify a bit
further,
aM2 bMt c2N5 bM ~a2t!2N c115 dM ~a2t!2N e ,
where dx e5min$nPZ,n>x% is the ceiling function. Note that
a2t52b/t is the algebraic conjugate of t; call it t8. Thus,
Ft can be considered as the discretized version of the linear
map:
Fˆ t5S 0 121 t8D .
B. Remarks on the quadratic case
We saw above that the toral map based on M t and re-
stricted to Et
2,T2 is isomorphic to a discretized linear map
Ft . Therefore it is surprising to see that M t and Ft are
simultaneously elliptic only in a few cases. In infinitely
many cases M t is elliptic while Fˆ t is hyperbolic or vice
versa. This follows from:IP license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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DoLemma 1: Let t and t8 be algebraically conjugate qua-
dratic numbers. Then the matrices M t and Fˆ t are both el-
liptic if and only if one of them is conjugate to a rational
rotation.
Proof: First suppose that M t ~or Fˆ t) is conjugate to a
rational rotation. Then utu,2 and t52 cos u for u5pp/q
and p ,qPZ. Therefore
cos~qu!51 or cos~qu!521.
Assume that cos(qu)51 ~the other case is treated similarly!.
Then pp/q for p50,2, . . . ,2(q21) are the solutions of the
equation cos(qu)2150. By elementary trigonometry ~the
Euler–de Moivre formula!, we can express this equation as
polynomial in t52 cos u :
P~t!5F (j50
@q/2#
cS q2 j D ~21 ! jS t2 D
q22 jS 12S t2 D
2D jG21.
Obviously, this polynomial has degree q, and there are at
most q solutions, including t8, the algebraic conjugate of t .
If t8P@22,2# , then M t and Fˆ t are simultaneously elliptic,
and we can use the list in the second half of the proof to
conclude that t852 cos pp8/q. If ut8u.2, then any u8
Parccos(t8/2) has the form np1iw for some nPZ and w
Þ0. But then qu8 has a similar form, and cos(qu8)Þ1.
Conversely, if we have utu,2 and ut8u,2, then as
t1t85a and tt852b ,
we have
uau<utu1ut8u,4 and ubu5utuut8u,4.
Since a ,bPZ, there are only a finite number of cases. Add-
ing the constraint that t should be irrational and real, the
possibilities are
t52 cos(u1) t852 cos(u2) u1 u2
2 12(A511) 12(A521) 6p/5 2p/5
2A2 A2 3p/4 p/4
2A3 A3 7p/6 p/6
1
2(12A5) 12(11A5) 3p/5 p/5
All these cases are rational rotations, and the proof is com-
plete.
This set of conjugated elliptic systems has been studied
systematically in Ref. 23. If both systems are not both ellip-
tic, the isomorphism can still provide useful insights. For
example, if M t is elliptic and Fˆ t hyperbolic, it is surprising
to find the complexity of a hyperbolic system in a subset Et
2
of the torus. On the other hand, if Fˆ t is elliptic and M t is
hyperbolic, then the boundedness of all orbits of Ft ~this is
an important question; there is only partial numerical evi-
dence for boundedness of orbits! yields that Et
2 consists of
periodic points. This would give a more precise proof than
Ref. 27 of the existence dense set of periodic points for these
hyperbolic discontinuous toral maps. We mention that in
Ref. 28, a different approach was taken to study the dis-
cretized rotations Ft for tPQ.wnloaded 02 Aug 2007 to 131.227.178.135. Redistribution subject to AC. Higher degree cases
The result from the preceding section extend to higher
degree cases, that is to say when t is an algebraic integer of
degree n. Here we shall describe the case n53, the other
cases being straightforward, though with more tedious com-
putations. Suppose
t35at21bt1c , for a ,b ,cPZ,
and let
E˜ t5$Mt21Nt mod 1; M ,NPZ%.
This time F0
21 :Z2→E˜ t defined by
F0
21 :~M ,N !°Mt21Nt mod 1
is a group isomorphism. Then F5F03F0 conjugates T re-
stricted to E˜ t
2 to a map Ft from Z4 onto itself. To find the
expression of Ft we are led to consider the following map
from f :E˜ t→E˜ t :
f :z°tz mod 1.
For zPE˜ 2, z5Mt21Nt mod 1 we have
f ~z !5t ~Mt21Nt2 bMt21Nt c !mod 1
5M ~at21bt1c !2t bMt21Nt c1t2N mod 1
5t2~Ma1N !1t ~bM2 bMt21Nt c !1Mc mod 1
5t2~Ma1N !1t ~bM2 bMt21Nt c !mod 1
5t2~Ma1N !1t ~ dbM2Mt22Nt e !mod 1.
If z1 and z2 are in Et the map T becomes
TS z1
z2
D 5S z2f ~z2!2z1mod 1D
5S M 2t21N2tt2~M 2a1N22M 1!
1t~bM 22 bM 2t21N2t c2N1!mod 1
D .
Therefore,
FtS M 1N1M 2
N2
D 5F+TS z1z2D 5S M 2N2M 2a1N22M 1
bM 22 bM 2t21N2t c2N1
D ,
which can also be considered as the discretization ~by the
ceiling function! of the linear map
Fˆ t5S 0 0 1 00 0 0 121 0 a 1
0 21 b2t2 2t
D .
In general, if t is an algebraic integer of degree n, then
F(Etn21) is the 2(n21)-dimensional integer lattice, and re-
stricted to Et
n21
, T is conjugate to the map Ft , which is the
discretized ~by the ceiling function! version of the linear
map:
Fˆ t5S 0 Id2Id A D ,
IP license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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Dowhere Id is the n21 dimensional identity matrix, and the
matrix A expresses the map f; it has the form
A5S an21 1  0an22 0  0A A  Aa2  0 1
a12t
n 2tn21  2t
D .
D. Examples
1. Case u˜pÕ4
This case is one of the simplest nontrivial cases, fully
understandable both by the ‘‘discrete rotation side’’ ~similar
to the case solved in Ref. 2! and the ‘‘toral rotation side’’
~similar to the case studied in Ref. 8!. Here t5A2, the ma-
trix of the linear map to be discretized takes the form
Fˆ 5S 0 1
21 2A2 D ,
which is, by a simple shear, conjugate to a rotation with
angle 3p/4. The discretized map leads to a very interesting
behavior and invariant sets, reminiscent of ‘‘elliptic islands’’
in Hamiltonian dynamics, see Fig. 14. These pictures show
the iterates of Z3$0%, which corresponds to a dense subset
of the iterates of the discontinuity for the toral map ~shown
in Fig. 15!. Properties of these two sets and in general of
these two systems are closely related.
2. Case u˜pÕ7
This is the first cubic case, and from both points of view,
it is little understood. The number t52 cos(p/7) is an alge-
braic integer satisfying the polynomial equation
t35t212t21.
So the linear map to be discretized over Z4 is the following:
Fˆ t5S 0 0 1 00 0 0 121 0 1 1
0 21 22t2 2t
D .
Its eigenvalues are $ei3p/7,e2i3p/7,ei5p/7,e2i5p/7%, and hence
the map is conjugate to a double rotation map by a suitable
shear of the base vectors of Z4. Of course, the fact that the
dynamics takes place in dimension 4 complicates the analy-
sis, and the invariant sets are much more difficult to figure
out.
VI. DISCUSSION
In this paper we investigated some open questions in the
rapidly growing field of piecewise isometries. We studied a
class of piecewise rotations on the square or two-torus and
illustrated that the dynamics of these maps is only apparently
simple. The presence of discontinuity lines, iterated back-
wards and forwards, generates an invariant set ~the excep-
tional set!. It has an intricate combinatorial and geometricwnloaded 02 Aug 2007 to 131.227.178.135. Redistribution subject to Astructure, and the map acts on it as a shift on a suitable
coding space. Our analysis includes at least two kinds of
approaches to deal with piecewise isometries. The first, de-
veloped in Secs. II–IV, concerns the topological shape of the
exceptional set D8, and the complexity of the language that
we obtain after having coded orbits according to the natural
partition into the regions of continuity. We showed, with two
highly reliable numerical schemes, that for irrational piece-
wise isometries the box-counting dimension approaches 2,
thus confirming a conjecture by Ashwin.
Our computations of the complexity covers several cases
~corresponding to rational and irrational angles!, in an at-
tempt to explore and classify different behaviors. Again, this
was done by using very careful and precise numerical pro-
cedures. In particular, we detected a relationship between the
complexity of the transformation and the algebraic degree of
its parameters. In order to better understand this link, we
followed a second approach, which consists of establishing
FIG. 14. Plot ~a! shows the forward iterates of the set Z3$0% by the map
F2A2 . Plot ~b! shows the same set, with the lattice sheared to make the map
acting as a true rotation over the lattice.IP license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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DoFIG. 15. The forward iterates of the
discontinuity line for the toral map
conjugate to F2A2 .an isomorphism between the piecewise rotations and ~multi-
dimensional! discretized rotations. We first generalized some
recent results by Vivaldi and co-workers, which are of an
intrinsic interest, especially for the possibility to conjugate
elliptic and hyperbolic dynamics, as we pointed out in Sec.
V. It is also interesting to note that these results seem to
contradict a conjecture made by Ashwin et al. in Ref. 29. In
that paper, the planar piecewise isometries based on convex
polygons were expected to have a complexity at most qua-
dratic while we exhibited polynomial exponents significantly
greater for our case.
Coming back to the relationship with complexity, we
want to make the following technical observations. Recall
that the piecewise isometry was characterized by a parameter
u . The fact that u52 cos(p/q) for q54,5,6 are quadratic
implies that the discretized rotation takes place on a two-
dimensional lattice; they have a common phase space and a
common complexity behavior. Numbers of higher algebraic
degree require higher dimensional lattices: if u is of degree
d, then the lattice is of dimension 2(d21). This increase of
dimension is parallel to the increase of the complexity dis-
cussed in Sec. IV.
Rigorous mathematical methods to substantiate the nu-
merical conclusions are still elusive. This is another interest-
ing and promising direction in the understanding of piece-
wise isometries.
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